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Abstract. Data mining is used to discover useful knowledge from 

massive data. Frequent Itemset mining is one of the growing fields of 

Data mining in which focuses on looking at sequences of actions or 

events. The research in the field of Frequent Itemset mining has 

created phenomenal impact as the application of the resulting 

approaches yields huge benefits. To alleviate the limitation faced in 

Frequent Itemset mining, researchers expanded their work towards 

High utility Itemset mining in which itemsets that generate a high 

profit in a given transaction are considered omitting the fact of 

frequently accessed itemsets. When itemsets of such importance are 

processed, the privacy of those itemsets is given much consideration. 

This lead to the emergence of research in the areas of privacy 

preserving for data subjected to mining procedures. This research 

comprises of many sub-fields and procedures. This is collectively 

termed as Privacy Preserving Data mining (PPDM). One such 

research area under Privacy Preserving Data mining is Privacy-

Preserving Utility mining. This paper focuses on Privacy-Preserving 

Utility mining and presents two novel algorithms, LAPRAS and 

MILOTIC, to achieve the goal of hiding sensitive itemsets so that the 

attackers cannot gain access on the datasets from the transformed 

database.  

 

Keywords: Data mining, Utility Mining, High utility Itemset, Pattern 

mining, Privacy Preserving, Link Access Preserving Reliable Array 

Sorting algorithm, Multipurpose Itemset Listing on Table Integrated 

Control Algorithm. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Data mining is that the method of cataloging the 

target data through immense assortment of knowledge 

information datasets to spot the patterns and instill 

relationships to resolve issues through data prediction and 

analysis and also by employing various predictive and 

analytical data processing tools, techniques and procedures 

that permit the researchers in this field to predict the future 

trends that are expected in this area [1]. Data processing 

techniques may be enforced quickly on existing code model 

and hardware platforms to boost the worth of existing 

information on transaction database resources, and might be 

integrated with new product and systems as they are brought 

on-line. In data processing, the association rules are created by 

analyzing information for frequent patterns, then victimization 

of the support and confidence criteria to find the foremost 

necessary relationships at intervals the data
 
[2]. While data 

processing techniques are a way to drive efficiencies and 

effectiveness in predicting the client behavior, if used 

properly, a business will set itself aside from its competition 

through the utilization of prognostic analysis given by the data 

mining techniques
 

[3]. A rising topic within the fieldof 

knowledge mining is Utility Mining. The utility of an item or 

itemset relies on native dealing utility that relies on the 

dealing that itemset is concerned and external utility that relies 

on the dealing information  

of the itemset that is found in the transaction database. The 

main objective of the Utility Mining is to establish the 

relationships between the itemsets with highest utilities, by 

considering profit, quantity, price or alternative user 

preference [4]-[6]. The research in the field of Utility mining 

spans across various domains of Data mining. High Utility 

Itemset Mining is a research area under Data Mining dealing 

with the Frequent Itemset mining. In High utility Itemset 

Mining [7]-[10], the transaction database taken into account 

considers the whole attribute value as well as the individual 

item set importance value where both the attributes are given 

equal factors of appreciation and can be used to deduct the 

attributes based on the specific association mining rule[11]-

[14]. The privacy issues arising when such sensitive data is 

exposed in public domains pose a great threat to the 

undergoing research works based on those data-sets. The 

research in the field of Privacy Preserving Data mining 
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(PPDM) is gaining more importance considering the recent 

threats that is posed upon the field of Data and its related 

research. This research work focuses on Privacy-Preserving 

Utility mining and presents two novel algorithms, LAPRAS 

and MILOTIC, to achieve the goal of hiding sensitive itemsets 

so that the attackers cannot gain access on the datasets from 

the transformed database. In addition, by reducing the hiding 

failure (HF), the main focus of this research work is to 

minimize the impact on the sanitized database of hiding 

sensitive itemsets. Hiding failure is the ratio of sensitive 

itemsets that are disclosed before and after the sanitizing 

process.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 

2 reviews related works. Section 3 offers the LAPRAS and 

MILOTIC algorithms to improve the balance between privacy 

protection and knowledge discovery. Section 4 presents the 

experimental result of the algorithm’s processing capability. 

Finally, Section 5 presents the research study’s conclusions. 

 

2 RELATED WORKS 

 

In this section, the concepts correlated with Privacy 

Preserving Data mining are discussed. 

 

2.1 Privacy-Preserving Data Mining 

Data mining is analyzing the data from various 

perspectives and extracting applicable information from them. 

Data mining is data-centric and procedure oriented in nature. 

Data mining can inadvertently be exploited. The results 

yielded by that process or procedure of exploited nature may 

appear to be significant; but It is of negligible value and 

cannot be used for future predictions. This data exploitation 

may be from including too many hypotheses or by adversary 

attacks. If it happens due to the former reason, then the usage 

of too many hypotheses must be reduced. If it happens due to 

latter reason, then the security aspects of the mined data must 

be taken into account and new security measures must be 

employed to tackle it. This lead to the emergence of new 

research field known as Privacy-Preserving Data Mining. As 

Privacy preserving data mining permits, sharing and 

exchanging of privacy susceptible data for analysis, it has 

grown more and more popular
 
[15],[16]. There are so many 

approaches that are followed to preserve privacy viz. 

 

a) Restriction of Data Access (Permission Assigned 

Access). 

b) Data Protection at both Input and Processing level. 

c) Secure mining techniques and procedures. 

d) Data aggregation at secure point. 

  

But there is no single solution for Data Privacy. Many 

techniques and procedures are proposed for Privacy-

Preserving but each has its own implications either at data 

processing level or data aggregation level. 

 

2.2 Association rule mining 

  Association rule mining is associate economical 

associated effective information mining technique that 

acknowledges the things that are frequent and employs an 

association rule that is predicated on the market basket 

information analysis for giant set of dealings databases. The 

prevalence likelihood of the information transaction database 

item that is most frequent within the dealings data things is 

calculated to gift the association rules. These associations 

rules represent the frequency and impact of the information 

things within the dealings and may be accustomed deploy new 

strategies and techniques
 

[17]. Association rule mining is 

made up of three vital steps namely Selection, Sequencing and 

Associating. In Selection step, the transaction to be analyzed 

is selected and is subjected to probability study. In sequencing 

step, the itemsets involved in the transaction are sequenced 

based on a minimum threshold and confidence threshold. In 

the final step of Associating, Association rules are generated 

based on the minimum threshold and confidence threshold. 

 

2.3 Privacy-Preserving Data Mining on Association rules 

There are many research works going on in the field 

of Privacy-Preserving Data Mining on Association rules. 

There are many algorithms proposed in this field. Researchers 

segregate the algorithms into three main categories based on 

the approach followed by them namely 

 

(a) Item constraint approach 

(b) Item extension approach 

(c) Marking sharing approach 

 

2.3.1 Item constraint approach 

In this approach, the selected transaction is analyzed 

for various internal and external constraints and the item sets 

involved are segregated based on those constraints.These 

constraints are often dictated by the nature of transactions they 

are involved. The more robust the transactions, the more 

constraints taken into account. 

 

2.3.2 Item extension approach 

In this approach, the transaction that is taken for 

analysis is subjected to screening based on the itemsets 

involved. During the screening process, the itemsets with 

variable values are grouped together and are allotted itemsets 

of similar attributes and are trailed by processing each 

itemsets with their desired transaction. The resulting rules will 

be proportional to the number of transactions and the number 

of itemsets per transactions. 

 

2.3.3 Marking sharing approach  

In this approach, the rules are extracted from the database of 

the transaction occurrence rather than the transaction or the 

itemsets. This approach is mostly followed in analyzing 

stream lined batch transaction where the itemsets are 

subjected to change pertaining to the transaction occurrence. 

 

3. PROPOSED WORK 
 

This section presents the Transaction Itemset 

Cleansing Process in detail and proposes the following two 

algorithms for privacy preserving utility mining: (1) Link 

Access Preserving Reliable Array Sorting Algorithm 

(LAPRAS) and (2) Multipurpose Itemset Listing on Table 

Integrated Control Algorithm (MILOTIC). The following are 

some clarifications on some assumption and approaches used 

in this research work. 
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3.1 Interpretation 1 (Flotation of an itemset)   

 

The flotation of the itemset is calculated by the 

number of transactions done containing the itemset (IT)  in the 

transaction database (TDB)  and is denoted by FLit(IT). The 

support of IT is defined by the ration of  FLit(IT) to TDB. 

 

3.2 Interpretation 2 (Sensitive itemsets) 

 

The Itemset which remains hidden based on some 

security policies is termed as sensitive itemsets. 

Now consider the following scenario. 

 There is a transaction happening and the Itemsets 

involved in the transaction is denoted as IT and the 

set of individual items along with their attributes are 

considered and  the total number of items happening 

in that transaction is denoted as nit. 

 IT={it1,it2,it3,….itnit}  

 The transaction database (TDB) with all the 

transactions are denoted as 

 TDB={ Tran1 , Tran2, Tran3 ,….., Trann } 

 The minimum utility threshold value used for 

analyzing the transaction database is denoted as  

utilmin  

 HUIset be the set of all High-utility Itemsets for utilmin  

 

In this given scenario, Let 

U
sen

={Sen1,Sen2,Sen3,...Seni} be the subset of HUIset . Here  

Seni is called as the Sensitive itemset. 

 

3.3 Interpretation 3 (Collision numbers) 

 

The collision numbers of an item (ititem) in  U
sen 

,denoted as col-num(ititem) [ U
sen 

] , is the number of sensitive 

itemsets containing the item (ititem). This is given by col-

num(ititem) [ U
sen 

] = |{ Seni ε U
sen 

|  ititem   ε Seni }| 

 

3.4 Interpretation 4 (Privacy threshold) 

 

The concept of the privacy threshold ψ was put forth 

by Oliveira et al. (Oliveira et al., 2004) [18].The privacy 

threshold is given by the calculation of the proportion of 

sensitive patterns that are still discovered from a target 

transaction database which has been cleanse for analysis and 

are subject to the procedural treatment of the transaction 

database cleansing method. The privacy threshold ψ value is 

denoted with a range from 0% to 100%. When the value is 0 

then it means there is no patterns to discover and if the value 

is 100% then the target transaction database has a lot of scope 

for pattern discovery. When the privacy threshold value is 

taken into account in a transaction database analysis, then 

there is an equilibrium existing between the privacy of the 

sensitive information and the disclosure of pattern recognised 

information pertaining to target database 

 

 

 

 

3.5 Interpretation 4 (Transaction utility) 

 

The transaction utility (Transact-util) of a transaction 

database (Tran-DBid ) is defined as  Transact-util(Tran-DBid ) = 

trans-util(Tran-DBid , Tran-DBid ) 

 

3.6 Transaction Itemset Cleansing Process 

 

In the area of Privacy-preserving Data mining, the 

cleansing process includes five main steps which are listed 

below. 

 

i. Select the transaction database with the itemsets  

ii. Apply utility mining algorithm on the target 

transaction database to obtain all high utility itemsets 

which can be analyzed for sensitive itemsets. 

iii. Identify sensitive itemsets based on the functional 

requirements. 

iv. Prepare the sensitive itemsets for cleansing process 

by linking their attributes based on the functional 

requirement stated. 

v. Employ the Cleansing algorithm to generate the 

processed clean itemset database. 

The following figure describes theTransaction 

Itemset Cleansing Process. 

 
Fig. 1. Transaction Itemset Cleansing Process 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.7 Link Access Preserving Reliable Array Sorting Algorithm 

 

The main goal of the Link Access Preserving 

Reliable Array Sorting (LAPRAS) algorithm is to make a 

decremented value approach to the transaction utility value of 

each sensitive itemset in the transaction database by 

modifying the numerical attribute values of the items 

contained in the transaction comprising of sensitive itemsets. 

The transaction utility
 
[19]-[22] (Transact-util) of a transaction 

database (Tran-DBid ) will be considered to some extent if the 

transaction database includes some external and internal factor 

values. To decreases the utility value of each sensitive itemset 

Seni, LAPRAS modifies the item numerical attribute value 

with the highest transaction utility value in the transactions 

comprising sensitive itemset Seni. This process of 

decremented approach is repeated until the numerical attribute 
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value of all sensitive itemsets of the transaction database are 

below the minimum utility threshold value. The pseudo-code 

of the LAPRAS algorithm is as follows: 

 

3.8 Algorithm:  Link Access Preserving Reliable Array Sorting 

(LAPRAS) algorithm 

 

 

Input: Transaction database (TDB);  utilmin = minimum utility 

threshold; Transaction Sensitive Itemsets 

[U
sen

={Sen1,Sen2,Sen3,...Seni}]  

Output: Cleansed Itemset Database (CIDB) 

i. for eachTransaction Sensitive Itemsets (Seni ε U
sen 

) 

ii. read TDB 

iii. assign Link value (Link_val) 

iv. val_change=  U
sen

(Seni ) ε //  transaction utility value 

of each sensitive itemset is reduced 

v. while (val_change > 0) { do 

vi. ( ititem , TDBq) = argu. Maxi( Seni ε Usen |  ititem   ε Seni)(  

U
sen

( ititem , TDBq) ) 

vii. modify ( ititem , TDBq) with  

viii. linkmod_transdb_Strategy 
ix. read Link value (Link_val) 

x. store new value of val_change = tbnew_val_change 

xi. temporarily store in Cleansed Itemset Database 

(CIDB) 

xii. } 

xiii. for eachTransaction Sensitive Itemsets (Seni ε U
sen 

) 

do 
xiv. while (CIDB attribute check) {do 

xv. increment Link value (Link_val) if needed and store 

xvi. check tbnew_val_change; 

xvii. if(tbnew_val_change  is not changed) then 

xviii. read ( ititem , TDBq)  

xix. process withlinkmod_transdb_Strategy 

xx. else 

xxi. read ( ititem , TDBq)  

xxii. proceed to step 1 strategy 
xxiii. endif 

xxiv. return the Cleansed Itemset Database 

(CIDB) 

 

 

3.9 Procedure: linkmod _ transdb _ Strategy 

 

 

Input: Transaction database (TDB);  utilmin = minimum utility 

threshold; Transaction Sensitive Itemsets 

[U
sen

={Sen1,Sen2,Sen3,...Seni}]  

Output: Cleansed Itemset Database (CIDB) 

for each( ititem , TDBq)  

{ 

change ( ititem , TDBq)  with [val_change / U
sen

(Seni )] 

read  U
sen

(Seni ) 

modify U
sen

(Seni ) with [val_change / U
sen

(Seni ) + (  U
sen

( ititem 

, TDBq) )] 

read val_change  

read Link value (Link_val) 

store new value to tbnew_val_change 

} 

 

The working of Link Access Preserving Reliable 

Array Sorting (LAPRAS) algorithm can be summarized as 

follows: 

 

i. Read the Transaction database (TDB) 

ii. Read and set the minimum utility threshold (utilmin) 

iii. Locate and load the Transaction Sensitive Itemsets 

[U
sen

={Sen1,Sen2,Sen3,...Seni} 

iv. Compare the minimum utility threshold (utilmin) of 

the loaded TDB with the given value 

v. Increment the value of Transaction Sensitive Itemsets 

by comparing it with the individual unit itemset value 

of each Sensitive itemset so that the minimum utility 

threshold (utilmin) is maintained throughout the 

processing. 

vi. The process continues until the utility value of each 

sensitive itemset is below utilmin. 

 

3.10 Multipurpose Itemset Listing on Table Integrated Control 

Algorithm 

 

The main goal of the Multipurpose Itemset Listing on 

Table Integrated Control (MILOTIC) algorithm is to reduce 

the number of modified sensitive itemsets from the original 

Transaction database (TDB). The transaction utility (Transact-

util) of a transaction database (Tran-DBid ) will be considered 

to some extent if the transaction database includes some 

external and internal factor values. But if the sensitive 

itemsets are loaded directly, then the transaction utility of a 

transaction database will not be considered. The pseudo-code 

of the MILOTIC algorithm is as follows: 

 

3.11 Algorithm: Multipurpose Itemset Listing on Table 

Integrated Control Algorithm (MILOTIC) algorithm 

 

Input: Transaction database (TDB);  utilmin = minimum utility 

threshold; Transaction Sensitive Itemsets 

[U
sen

={Sen1,Sen2,Sen3,...Seni}]  

Output: Cleansed Itemset Database (CIDB) 

i. for eachTransaction Sensitive Itemsets (Seni ε U
sen 

) 

ii. read TDB 

iii. assigntable value (Tab_val) 

iv. assign Link Listing value (LinkList_val) 

v. create Index value (In_val) =  Tab_val +  

LinkList_val 

vi. val_change=  U
sen

(Seni ) ε //  transaction utility value 

of each sensitive itemset is reduced 

vii. while (val_change > 0) { do 

viii. ( ititem , TDBq) = argu. Maxi( Seni ε Usen |  ititem   ε Seni)(  

U
sen

( ititem , TDBq) ) 

ix. modify ( ititem , TDBq) with  

x. TDBq =  [val_change / U
sen

(Seni ) + (  U
sen

( ititem , 

TDBq) )] 

xi. read Index value (In_val) 

xii. store new value of val_change = tbnew_val_change 

xiii. return the Cleansed Itemset Database (CIDB) 
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The working of Multipurpose Itemset Listing on 

Table Integrated Control (MILOTIC) algorithm can be 

summarized as follows: 

 

i. Read the Transaction database (TDB) 

ii. Read and set the minimum utility threshold (utilmin) 

iii. Locate and load the Transaction Sensitive Itemsets 

[U
sen

={Sen1,Sen2,Sen3,...Seni} 

iv. Assign the table value for each transaction 

v. Calculate each (Seni ε U
sen 

) 

vi. modify ( ititem , TDBq) with  TDBq =  [val_change / 

U
sen

(Seni ) + (  U
sen

( ititem , TDBq) )] 

vii. Store it in the Cleansed Itemset Database (CIDB) 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

The effectiveness and efficiency of both LAPRAS 

and MILOTIC algorithms are measured on two transaction 

databases. The experiment is performed on an Intel i3-6100H 

Processor (2.70 Ghz) PC with 4gb main memory, running 

Windows 7 ultimate Operating system. The proposed 

algorithm was implemented in Version C# 6.0 released with 

.NET 4.6 and was using Visual Studio 2015. We first applied  

Decisive  high-utility item set mining (DHIM) algorithm
[19]

. to 

extract all high utility itemsets from the transaction datasets. 

This research experiment randomly selects two sets of 

sensitive itemsets with a size of fifteen and twenty from the 

high utility itemsets found in each transaction database 

datasets. Next, we have a tendency to conduct Transaction 

Itemset Cleansing Process to get the sensitive itemsets from 

the loaded transaction database as a nature of group action 

approach towards the processed database in the Microsoft 

SQL Server 2012 database. When the experiment is 

conducted, the minimum threshold value can be changed 

according to the transaction and its related transaction 

database. The concept of the privacy threshold ψ is also 

included in the calculation. The main advantage of employing 

privacy threshold mechanism is that the users can balance 

privacy and the disclosure of information when it comes to the 

analysis of target database. The advantage of using this 

minimum threshold mechanism is that the researchers can 

balance between the  privacy preserving process and the 

disclosure of information. The current experiments adopt the 

minimum utility threshold (utilmin) for the transaction database 

itemset delivery point. In this research, we recommend a new 

parameter called Expecting Minimum Utility Threshold (exp-

utilmin) for the transaction database itemset receiving point to 

analyze the transaction itemset database more efficiently.  

 

4.1 Datasets 

 

The transaction items dataset is created using IBM 

synthetic data generator. It is an An open-source C# market-

basket synthetic data generator, capable of creating 

transactions, sequences and taxonomies, based on the IBM 

Quest. Using IBM synthetic data generator,we generate two 

synthetic transaction items datasets: transact.dataset.01 and 

transact.dataset.02. The first dataset contains 2500 

transactions with ninety distinct things and also the average 

length of transactions is eight by default. The second dataset 

contains 2500 transactions with seventy completely different 

things and also the average length of transactions is seven by 

default. The characteristics of the 2 experimental dealings of  

transaction items dataset is given within the  Table1. 

  

Table1.Characteristics Of The Two Experimental  Transaction 

Items Dataset  

 

Tables 2 and 3 show the performance of the LAPRAS 

and MILOTIC algorithms applied to transact.dataset.01 and 

transact.dataset.02 with eight sensitive itemsets for the 

database difference ratios over various minimum utility 

threshold (utilmin).MILOTIC algorithm generally has a lower 

Transaction database difference ratio (TDB-diff(r)) than  

LAPRAS algorithm. 

 
Table 2 

Transaction database difference ratio (TDB-diff(r)) for transact.dataset.01 

with [TDB]Usen(Seni ) = 8. 

 

 
Table 3 

Transaction database difference ratio (TDB-diff(r)) for transact.dataset.02 

with [TDB]Usen(Seni ) = 8. 

 

4.2 Comparison of proposed algorithms with the existing 

algorithms 

 

The proposed algorithms Link Access Preserving 

Reliable Array Sorting (LAPRAS) and Multipurpose Itemset 

Listing on Table Integrated Control (MILOTIC) are compared 

with the already existing algorithms Hiding high Utility Item 

First (HHUIF) and Maximum Sensitive Itemsets Conflict First 

(MSICF). The following figure depicts the running time of the 

algorithms. The following table (Table 4) gives the detailed 

description of the comparison. 

Minimum 
Utility 

Threshold 

(utilmin) 

7000 8000 9000 

LAPRAS 0.67% 1.75% 2.23% 

MILOTIC 0.52% 1.75% 2.03% 

Name of the 

Transaction Items 

Dataset 

Total 

Number of 

Transactions 

per Dataset 

involved in 

the dataset 

Total 

Number of 

Distinct 

items in the  

Transaction 

Items 

Dataset 

Calculated 

Average 

length of 

each 

transactions 

transact.dataset.01 2500 90 8 

transact.dataset.02 2500 40 8 

Minimum Utility 

Threshold (utilmin) 

4000 5000 6000 

LAPRAS 2.13% 1.03% 3.12% 

MILOTIC 2.13% 1.03% 3.12% 
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 Table 4  

Comparison of Privacy Preserving Algorithms 

 

Both LAPRAS and MILOTIC algorithm was 

implemented in Java programming language and was using 

MySQL as database. All experiments were performed on a PC 

with Intel core i3 – 540 3.06 GHz processor and 2GB of main 

memory. The tests were conducted on transaction dataset 

created using IBM synthetic data generator. 600 Transaction 

database data-sets were taken into account and datasets of 

varying quantity is loaded and tested at frequent interval The 

experiments were conducted by varying the minimum utility 

threshold from 0.25 % to 2% (see Table 5). The experiments 

were also conducted by varying the number of data-sets from 

10 to 100 and execution time was recorded for both the 

algorithms LAPRAS and MILOTIC . 

Table 5 

 Comparison of Execution time in LAPRAS and MILOTIC algorithm 

 
 

Fig. 2. Execution time of LAPRAS and MILOTIC  

 
 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

In this research work, the problem focusing on 

Privacy-Preserving Utility mining is taken into account and 

two novel algorithms, LAPRAS and MILOTIC, to achieve the 

goal of hiding sensitive itemsets so that the attackers cannot 

gain access on the datasets from the transformed database, are 

proposed. Both the algorithms support all types of hiding 

techniques like Perturbation, Blocking, Swapping, 

Aggregation, Generalization and Sampling. The main goal of 

proposing these novel algorithms is to take care of the privacy 

issue whereas transacting the sensitive itemsets. the long run 

work includes extending the practicality of each the 

algorithms to support analysis of dealings info containing non-

sensitive datasets. 
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